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Descriptions  
Its just a joke, if i said that - Politics of India works within the framework of the                  
country constitution. But, India is considered as federal parliamentary Secular          
democratic republic in which the President of India is the head of states but many               
practices show some unimpressive look of politics, so let go deep this topic.  
🔹🔸🔸🔸🔸🔸🔹🔸🔸🔸🔸🔸 
 
If u ask me — what is the best joke of all time, I will mention POLITICS very first in my list, 
and then POLITICIANS and then DEMOCRACY.  
 
 
There is no definition to politics, but if I try to define it, I will say the game of power and 
position where the Constitution has no respect, the Indian Constitution is a joke for the 
political joker. Politician cum joker change the definition from “PRAJATANTRA” to 
RAAJTANTRA”.  
In a quest power to gain power, position and influence corruption and crime is common in 
between people in politics. This will not wrong if I have to say that everything is sold in 
politics right from a person to his personality, everything. As we recently see an example in 
Rajasthan politics, a fight between sachine pilot and Ashok gehlot, and few months back to 
Maharashtra Politics, you yourself understand what is democracy and what is politics in 
between.  
 
INDIAN civilization is considered as the oldest and super developed civilization of the 
ancient history, right from Harappan civilization, Indus valley civilization to the Shiva empire, 
but when we move to morden, it changes a lot . India is the land where people like ravindra 
nath Tagore  , vivika nand and baba bim rav Amber .     Born  , but when talk comes to 
Indian Politics, we ashamed. Politicians consider these emints as there promoter of dirty 
politics, they use theirs name to promote their political agendas.  
 
If u ask me what is profession ? . I will say join politics , u can earn as much as u want even 
if u need to do crime and corruption for that. No one wants to talk about development, they 
only believe in corruption and crime.  
 
Today politics is only based on : 
 
🔴Caste  
 
🔴Religion 
 
🔴Poverty  
 
 
On the dark side of it, if you are belonging to a davit family or cast in st/St background then 
you are useful thing for them.  They use your emotion and ask for vote to you and for which 

 



 

they assure you with a lot of promises. If their efforts were unavailing to this they will 
discriminate you by words of god, Hindu,Muslims, Sikhs, Jain.  
But one thing that we should keep in our mind that if there is something more important to 
ourselves, that is only humanity our kindness to each other our character and thinking to our 
society and people. That is the only thing which move us out from these barriers.  
 
And remember one thing : 
 
Don't expect to see a change if you don't make one.  
 
 

 


